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K—W Celebrates
Women's Day
by Gail E. Misra
International Women's Day
celebrations were held this past
weekend in the K—W area. A lively
group of two hundred women and
men participated in a- march on
Saturday, March sth. The group
march from XCI to Speaker's
Corner in downtown Kitchener.
They sang women's Liberation and
Union songs and carried banners
and placards proclaiming the need
for changes in the area of women's
rights. The major participants were
the K-W Status of Women group,
the Ontario New Democrats and the
Lesbian Organization ofKitchener.
Some concerned men and women
who had no affiliations with any of
the groups joined the. march to
express their support. At Speaker's
Corner the marchers halted and
sang the poignant song offeminists,
"Bread and Roses", making the
whole event reminiscent of the
Sixties.
A Women's Fair was organized
on Sunday afternoon at the Victoria
Park Pavilion. Free child care was
provided and many films chosen
specially for children were screened.
An area was set aside for budding
artists to try their talents and
acclaimed artist and member of the
WLU Faculty, Michal Manson,
contributed her timeand artistry to
the production of a number of
artworks. These pieces were
subsequently auctioned off to raise
money to help defray the costs of the
IWD celebrations.
Informed women staffed booths
representing many aspects of the
social services in the K—W area.
Among those represented were
Planned Parenthood, CARAL,
THINK, Birthright, Auselma
House, Our Place, Conestoga
College of Applied Arts ana
Technology any many others.
Approximately three hundred
people attendedthe fair toperuse the
available infromation. In the
evening a film, "Double Day",
concerning the plight of women in
Latin America, was shown.
Monday, the designated
International Women's Day, was
highlighted by a lecture by Marjorie
Cohen of the Economics
Department of York University. She
spoke on the subject of theeconomic
crisis and what it means to women.
The organizers of the week-end of
events are to be commended on their
superb efforts. It was all
accomplished due to the
inexhaustive committmentof the ad
hoc IWD Committee and
innumerablehours ofwork by many
volunteers. Considering the fact that
the K—W area has not previously
experienced such an event, the
response was favourable from both
women and men of the community.
It is unfortunate that the response
from the student bodies of the two
area universities was minimal.
Perhaps better promotion of such
events in the future will elicit a more
substantial showing from this
sizeable protion of the Waterloo
Region population who are equally
affected by the concern for equality
between the sexes.
Pre-Registration line-ups and course cancellations are now part ofthe 'tradition' that
continues.
Nader: Universities Part of Corporate System
OTTAWA (CUP) — While studentgroups bicker among themselves,
universities are turning to "an
instrument of the corporate
system", claims U.S. consumer
activist Ralph Nader.
Nader toured Ontario universities
in a recent push for his Public
Interest Research Groups (PIRG)
program, a network of campus-
based organizations aimed at
involving students in social issues.
"Student unions should suspend
their internalbickering and focus on
building citizen organizations with
full time staff," he said in an
interview at Carleton University.
During an address dubbed
"Action for Change", Nader told
over 300 people at Carleton that
students have the potential to have a
major impact in changing society.
"Student groups differ from other
social groups," he said. "They have
their own communication system,
are at theirpeak of theidealism, they
don't have bosses breathing down
their necks, and they know how to
get hidden information."
me 48-year-old attorney, seen as
the guruofconsumerrevolt in North
America, brought worldwide
attention to the automobile
industry's hazardous standards in
his 1965 expose, "Unsafe at Any
Speed."
He zeroed in on student power at
a level against the big business
practices in the early 19705,with the
development of PIRGs around the
United States and in Canada. Paul
McKay, coordinator of Carleton's
PIRG, said there are six PIRGs in
Ontario and one in British
Columbia, with two more possibly
starting in Montrealand Vancouver.
Winnipeg also has a PIRG
beginning to form.
Corporate influence can be
overpowering, once students have
graduated, Nader told a Toronto
audience, since "employment
expectations are shaped by the
corporate economy." He said
applicants who ask recruitment
officers "If I go to work for your
company, can I bring my
conscience?" wouldbe flatly turned
down.
Students don't have "a crushing
conflict ofallegiance" like people in
government and industry, who
"walk around with invisible
chains", said Nader.
He asked a University ofToronto
gathering for a showof hands on the
reasons they were in
job training, socializing, playing
sports, or asking questions. The
crowd's response was sluggish,
prompting Nader to ask "Where do
the rest of you fall?"
Nader's speeches harped on the
dominance of corporations in
contemporary culture and the
obligations students have to
challenge abuses. He said the
Niagara River in Ontario, was
"being used as a gigantic cesspool
for corporations", while PCBs and
pesticides can now be traced in
breast milk. "Pollution is a very
charitable word," he said
"If millions of young infants can
be toilet trained, why can't the
corporations?"
He said student attitudes have
mellowed over the past three
decades. "Back in the 50's, when I
went to school, a significant sign of
revolt was your refusal to wear white
buck shoes," he said. It wasn't until
society began to provoke students
in the 60's, with the draft, Vietnam,
civil rights and environmental issues
that campus attitudes matured.
They got tired of being treated as
second class citizens who were
supposed to stay in their ivorytower
and not worry about thereal world.
But he said there was a decline in
studentactivism following the Kent
State tragedy and the Cambodian
invasion. "The hopes of student
activism were dashed," he said.
That's when he formed the
PIRG program.
New York's PIRG is the largest
group. Formed in 1973, it now has
17 chapters and 130 salaried staff,
including lawyers and scientists. The
PIRGs rely largely on student
approval to collect funding for
operations and most Canadian
branches have referendum-
approved fee collections.
"In the States the major obstacles
are the (university) board oftrustees
who don't want students to develop
their own fundraising," Nader said
in an interview at McMaster
University.
Speaking at Carleton, he added,
"At the University of Wisconsin,
over 25,000 students petitioned to
establish a Public Interest Research
Group and in a matter of a few
minutes the corporate indentured
board of trustees turned them down
14 to one."
"In Canada, student groups are
much more independent but the big
problem (for Ontario) is to develop a
base in Toronto."
Nader stepped down as president
of Public Citizen Inc. in the fall of
1980. Public Citizen acts as the
umbrella group for his diverse
interests, including an organization
of trial lawyers, who volunteer their
services on behalf of consumer
issues. His newest ventures includea
film company to produce socially-
significant films. "New Citizen
Productions is a long-range
planning thing. I don't know
whether it will come off," said
Nader.
"Hollywood and television are not
interested in instances of corporate
power and abuse."
He said North America is a
"textbook edition of the corporate
state with big business shaping the
economic policies of government."
The result, he claimed, has held
labour up for ransom, nipped
competition foHower prices in the
bud, and produced control for the
companies over the choices the
consumers have.
He said at McMaster that big
business' use oftechnological jargon
is aimed at monopolizing
information, preventing consumers
from getting importantinformation.
Universities and colleges, Nader
said, are no longer "outposts that
diagnose the ills of society."
Students are told, "stick to your
books, kiddies, and don't worry
about the cold, cold world."
Ronald Reagan and his New
Right U.S. administration aren't
helping, he claimed. "My criticism
of them is that they have a double
standard. They never criticize
corporations for stealing or for
producing the pornography they so
despise or torcorrupting politicians.
I think in many ways they are being
manipulated by very reactionary
economic interests." The Reagan
administration is burning
government pamphlets, because
they might be seen as critical of
industry, and is destroying many of
the social welfare programs that
took years to implement, said
Nader.
At Carleton, he said the student
press hasan obligation to investigate
what is going on in the university.
"They should look at what is being
distorted." Companies are giving
grants for only some kinds of
research, he said. Student papers
should also look at the extent to
which professors may not be
spending adequate time with
students, because they may be busy
consulting with companies or
government agencies.
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Why are these people on
Canada's most wanted list?
There are jobs in Canada that cannotbe filled because ofa shortage of
skilled people. Technology is moving faster
than some industries. And if Canada is to
remain competitive in international markets
we must meet the employment challenges
we face now.
Our hope is in informing young Canadians
about the opportunities in the fields of
skilled trades and the new technologies.
At Employment and Immigration we have
helped hundreds ofthousands of young
people discover options they never knew
they had. »
Federal government programs help train
them so they can take advantage of those
options. By special funding to institutions
and colleges, Canadians get classroom
education in priority subjects. And virtually
all of the apprentices training in regulated
programs are supported by some form of
federal government assistance.
That helps people find the right job,andindustry find the right people. And
that helps Canada work.
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Campus Lifestyle Discussed at Conference
by Jerry Zeidenberg
Last weekend WLU and UW
hosted a Residence Council
Conference, at which some 25
student reps from Ontario
universities met and exchangedideas
about campus life.
The main topic of discussion at
the conference concerned
Orientation, an annual event at
every university that gives new
students the chance to meet each
other.
Planned by WLU Internal
Commissioner Cal Bricker and
other student officials from UW, the
conference included talks on
practical matters such as how to
build committees, and how to
motivate groups. There was also an
informative open discussion on
Orientation program planning.
However, the weekend wasn't one
of all work and no play. The reps
from Carleton, Queens, York and
Guelph also enjoyed a wine and
cheese party and went to pubs at
both WLU and UW.
Orientation is always a big affair.
At Laurier last September, about
$22,000 was spent on the annual
opening week of festivities. During
the discussion on planning, Joanne
Rimmer talked to the group about
her experiences as a member of
Orientation Committee last year,
and outlined the activities that took
place here.
New students are given a lot to do
during Orientation at Laurier. Last
September the list of activities
included pub crawls, roller skating,
a golf tournament, Shinerama, a
pool party, a street dance, sock hop,
square dance, barbecue, pancake
breakfast, spaghetti dinner (served
by the Deans) and a party at
Bingeman Park with a live band.
A group of 60 ice-breakers was
organized to lead 950 frosh.
Rimmer said the WLU
Orientation Committee faced two
major problems last year.
Firstly, many of the new students
were not yet 19 years old, and as a
result were automatically excluded
from activities that involved
drinking.
To overcome this difficulty, the
Orientation Committee always
planned an alternative event. Also,
many of the major activities such as
the sock-hop and street dahce, were
"dry" anyhow:
The second problem grappled
with by the committee was that of
how to involve OFFCAM students
:n Orientation. OFFCAM students,
.vho live alone or in small groups
away from the campus, tend to feel
excluded from Orientation, which is
dominated by residence students
who quickly for cliques of 10 to 20
persons from theirresidence floor or
wing.
A possible solution to this
problem was offered by a rep from
Queen's. He said that at his
university, residence people are
organized into groups led by
OFFCAM students. The group
leaders introduce the frosh to other
OFFCAM students, so the two
groups meet and mix.
The reps from other universities
also spoke about Oriefitation
activities that are conducted at their
schools, which Laurier Council
Reps found both new and
interesting.
As a way ofgetting newcomers to
meet eachother, Steve Misenerofthe
University of Guelph suggested a
button-matching contest. Buttons
are sold to frosh at a dollar apiece,
with numbers printed on the back.
There are two buttons printed with
each number, and the first student to
find the person wearing his button-
number wins a free tuition at
Guelph.
There is only one winner,
Moreson said, but the contest really
gets people to meet each other, as
they find it's a lot of fun to go
around asking one another what
their number is.
Another suggestionalong this line
was a "nut and bolt" party, at which
each girl and guy are given a metal
nut orbolt, and they have to find the
person holding the piece that fits
their own.
The rep from Guelph also
mentioned that his Orientation
always features a scavenger hunt, in
which contestants are asked tobrine
back items like the stripper from a
local bar, or a city's mayor.
Guelph also has a field day, where
the events include a ring toss with a
toilet seat, and races in which
runners carry plungers filled with
hot chocolate pudding over their
heads. A favourite part of the day,
he said, is the "strip'n create"
contest, with contestants stripping
off their clothing and stretching it
along the ground to see who can
make the longest line.
The Residence Council Reps also
heard a presentation given by
Brenda Davy, the head of Bacchus.
Bacchus is Laurier's new
organization that promotes
responsible drinking, and it is the
first of its kind among Ontario's 15
universities. The students at the
conference werre impressed with the
presentation, and will undoubtedly
discusss the idea with student
governments at their home
universitities.
Besides Bacchus and Orientation
itself, residence affairs in general
were talked about.
Steve Moreson of the University
ofGuelphwas surprised to hearthat
WLU's Inter-Residence Council
operates without a budget.
He said Guelph's Inter-House
Council, on the contrary, has a large
budget, because it is given the
interest on deposits paid for
residence telephones.
Each U. of G. student in
residence must pay a $25 returnable
deposit for a phone. Last
September, close to $100,000 was
raised on phone deposits, and as a
result Moreson expects Guelph's
Inter-House Council will recieve
over $10,000 in interest.
Deposits are not collected on
phones at Laurier, but a $10
returnable fee is paid by every
student forhis residence keys. It was
suggested that WLU's Inter-
Residence Council bargain with the
administration for the interest that
accummulates on this money. With
these funds, more activities could be
organized.
Kathleen Naeyaert, a member of
WLU's Inter-Residence Council
who attended the conference, said
she would like to set up residence
movie nights. With screenings on
weekends, students would be
provided with affordable, perhaps
even free, entertainment.
Moreover, she wold like to see the
party room in Clara Conrad Hall
used more often. At present, the
large room is used only twice a year,
for parties during Orientationand at
Hallowe'en.
But at the moment, organizing
more events is impossible because
Inter-Residence Council has no
monuy, Naeyaert said.
The Residence Council
Conference proved to be both an
informative and enjoyable
experience for the students who
attended. Ideas were freely
exchanged, and greater contact
between the students of Ontario's
universitities was promoted.
pic
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Our own Joanne Rimmer speaks at conference
Rugby Continues Campaign
by Sonya Ralph-Bandy
WLUSU is assisting the 'not-to-
be-defunct' WLU Rugby Club by
sponsoring a Turret Rugby night to
be held on Friday. The rugby club
will continue to campaign despite
the formal rejection by Mr. Peter
Venton, V—P Administration and
Finance.
. Over one monthago Hugh Carr-
Harris, President of the Rugby Club
submitted a petition from 1,419
students and faculty who supported
the club's effort to gain varsity
status.
In a recent K—W Record
interview, Venton said, "Rugby is
not going to have thekind ofprofile
that football has, and that soccer is
likely to have, in the sense that it's
unlikely to involve student
participation as spectators to the
extent that those other sports do. So
we're not about to add any more
sports at Laurier because of the
overall budget constraints."
Carr-Harris is unwilling to accept
this criteria. He says, "With our
new-found energy and support from
WLUSU we hope he (Venton) will
listen to us and external sources."
Therugby club is organizinga media
blitz and letter campaign to
encourage intensive and varied
suport from local and national
groups.
Rugby night at the Turret will be
hosted by WLUSU and the Rugby
Club, with $1 per student donations
going to the rugby club fund.
Venton gave three reasons for
refusing the club varsity status. He
says,"The petition does not alter the
prospect that the University will be
facing stringent financial
circumstances in 1983-4."
Carr-Harris says, "At the year
end we will have an operating fund
in surplus of $923,324. There is
already a $6 million surplus that
earns one million in interest
annually. WLU is in a strong
position to finance our team." He
added that the football budget was
up $10,000 since last year.
Venton agrees that the petition
"indicates strong moral support"
but does not believe the students
wouldattend rugby games or suport
the team financially.
President Carr-Harris pointed out
that a need for budget adjustment
was indicated in the petition. "If the
university funds teams according to
fans," he said, "one would question
how many dollars one fan is worth."
Venton also stated, "future
participation is likely to be related to
publicity surrounding the
sport...(Rugby) publicity is unlikely
to be extensive precisely because it is
an amateur rather thanprofessional
sport."
One rugby supporter has argued
this point by saying, "By the way, do
the Olympics ring a bell?" Carr-
Haris adds,"There are many
negative elements to professional
sports that are well-publicized."
Carr-Harris says, "I've given
Venton examples of major Toronto
high schools whohave dropped their
football teams in favour of a rugby
club. You can outfit one rugby team
for the cost of two football players."
Acid Rain Threatens
Cottage Country
by Hamish Wilson
Fishless lakes, black goo covering
lake bottoms and undrinkable
water. That's the future for cottage
country if acid rain continues,
according to U of T Zoologist
Harold Harvey.
Acid rain forms when polutants
such as sulphur dioxide or nitrous
oxide emitted, by factory
smokestacks and car exhausts
combine with rain. One of the effects
of acid rain is to increase the metal
content of lake water, potentially
poisoning the water.
Harvey, who has spent the last six
months studying the impact of acid
rain in Norway and Sweden, was
speaking to the Royal Canadian
Institute last Sunday.
Harvey found lakes which had a
"totally altered" food chain. Some
lakes had "literally the whole lake
bottom" covered with a black muck
and brown algae.
Acid rain doesn't just affect the
fish, but the whole food chain.
Harvey noted that streams with high
metal contents tend to melt lake ice.
The insects which thrive there have
higher levels ofmetal.The birds that
feed on the insects are "loaded" with
metal, weakening the shells of the
eggs.
Corrective measures such as
liming the lakes have been taken in
Norway and Sweden. Large
amounts of limestoneare dumped in
the lakes to slow down the chemical
reactions between the acid rain and
the bedrock base of the lake, where
the metals originate.
Harvey also observed that
electron microscope analysis of
particles in one lake in Sweden
indicated that the deposits had
originated in theoGermari industrial
area of the Ruhr. Nonetheless suits
launched against Britain, France
and Germany, where much of the
acid rain comes from, have been
unsuccessful.
Harvey noted that Ontario has
similar conditions.
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YUKON JACKATTACK 5.
WalrusBite.
For more Yukon Jack recipes write: MORE YUKON JACK RECIPES, Box 2710, Postal Station "U," Toronto,Ontario M8Z 5P1.
Question of the Week
by Lynn Barrett & Deb Blair
Could have been more original
rather than following a trend. It
should of been more related to the
university itself.
I thought it was kind ofneat. The
front was all confused. The back was
solved - meaning that the'Studentshad learned something.
I hated it because I really dislike
the Rubic's cube and I don't think
it's a good representation of the
university.
I don't like it
What is your opinion of the cover of this year's calendar?
Sorry no pic!
I think that since this is not a
technical university it should have
been more related to the arts
courses.
Allen Gottschalk
2nd yr. Urban Studies
Christina Delulio
2nd yr. Hons Arts
Roger Moyer
2nd yr. Hons Arts
Liz Desßoches
2nd yr. Hons Arts
Dave Butz
2nd yr. Hons Geography
Guelph faces Law Suit
by Norm Nopper and Rodger
Tschanz
The UniversityofGuelph is facing
a lawsuit from an irate former PhD
student, William N. Simpson.
Simpson is asking for$500,000from
the university on the grounds of
breach of contract due to
malpractice on the part of the
philosophy department. (Every
student who enrols at an university
makes an implied contract with that
institution. The university is
required to render that student
suitable assistance towards the
achievement of the desired goal. In
this case the goal was a doctoral
degree.)
Simpson contends that the
university failed to supply him with
adequatesupervision while he'was in
the doctoral program. (This
program is run jointly between U. of
G. and McMaster, presumably to
allow there to be enough professors
to provide adequate supervision.)
Supporting documents, in
Simpson's possession, indicate that
eleven semesters had elapsed before
the "unsatisfactory nature of (his)
progress" in regard to his thesis
entitled "A Phenomenology of
Death and Dying" was ascertained.
The fact that Simpson's academic
record had been excellent up to this
point makes Simpson wonder if
there may not have been more to his
problems with the U ofG than those
posed by his thesis (ie
intradepartmental politics)
The university's complaint
against the thesis is best summed up
by a letter from Professor Gary
Madison of McMaster University to
Clement Reeves of the U. of G. (two
of the professors on Simpson's
reading committee), "...the thesis is
not acceptable as it stands. The
difficulty with it is in the first
instance stylistic, so much so in fact
that it is imposible to determine if
the author has a philosophical
argument which is both meaningful
and defensible. One is constantly at
a loss to know exactly what it is he is
attempting to say. It does not
conform to the basic philosophical
standards of a dissertation."
Simpson, however, has solicited
opinions from professors at other
universities, and while most of them
also comment on hisstyleofwritine.
they believed the dissertation is
salvageable and could lead to a PhD
if rewritten.
Following the above-mentioned
opinion of his thesis, Simpson was
asked to withdrawfrom the doctoral
program. This decision was
appealed by Simpson who felt that
the decision had not been justifiedto
him. For example he felt he should
have the right to know what would
make his theses understandableand
what was troublesome about his
style or writing- Simpson won the
appeal.
According to Simpson's lawyer,
Michael Housley of Toronto, after
the appeal, the onus was on the
university to find him a suitable
thesis supervisor. This was not done
and Simpson consequently took
legal action. It is not the intention of
Simpson and Housley to try and
prove that Simpson's thesis is Ph.D
material but rather,, they seek to
prove that U. of G. and McMaster
were negligent in the supervision of
Simpson's thesis.
For Simpson to transfer to
anotner university and doctoral
program he would need current
references. He believes that the U. of
G. issohostile towards hiswork that
any references he obtained wouldbe
biased against him.
The U. of G. has tried to have
Simpson's lawsuit dismissed as
being simply vexatious but was
unsuccessful in this regard. The trial
is scheduled to take place sometime
this fall.
The current Dean of Graduate
studies ot the U. of G., Carlton
Gyles states, "It is quite
inappropriate for me to comment on
the case while it is before the
courts."
Simpson feels that hiscase is more
than just an isolated incident. He
says that universities tend to hide
behind their bureaucracies and
reputations and therefore feel
invulnerable to attacks from
unsatisfied students. Students
interested in graduate studies, he
states, should be careful °f tne
politics involved. What happened to
him, he feels, could happen to
others.
If anyone is interested in
contacting Mr. Simpson his address
is:
William N. Simpson
103-210 6th Ave.
Kitchener, Ont.
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Charter of Rights Guarantees Wrong Actions
by Rick Nigol
With Canada's constitution
package soon to be patriated with an
accompanying charter of rights,
many questions are yet to be
answered. For example, will a
written charter enhance or extend
the protection of basic civil liberties
in Canada? Is such a charter
consistent with the Canadian
parliamentary tradition? Are
Canadian courts going to become
powers unto themselves?And, more
succinctly, is the Trudeau
government (or any government for
that matter) genuinely dedicated to
the protection of civil liberties?
Firstly, it should not be forgotten
that the whole concept of a written
charter is alien to the parliamentary
tradition whereinpolitical, legal and
equality rights are protected by
convention. An entrenched charter
is an attempt to fit an essentially
republican practice on to the
institution and processes of a
parliamentary democracy. This
incongruous combination will
inevitably lead to a great deal of
uncertainty and confusion
concerning the rights of Canadians.
What proponents of a written
charter seem to ignore is that mere
words do not necessarily guarantee
the protection ofbasic civil liberties.
The Soviet Union's constitution, foe*
example, reads like the most liberal
and enlightened document in the
world but is unfortunately pure
fiction. Likewise, the exalted
American constitution—with its
great and noble assertions on the
rights of man—was a farce during
the years of slavery. And after the
so-called 'emancipation' of blacks,
this same constitution was used to
justify a policy of systematized
apartheid (separate but equal
principle) in the United States for
nearly one hundred years.
In this light, it is important to
understand that constitutional
practice is merely a reflection of the
prevailing attitudes in a given
society. As former U.S. Supreme
Court justice C.J. Hughes has
stated: "We are under a
constitution, but the constitution is
what the judges say it is."
In this context, a written charter
for Canada will likely confer new,
unprecedented powers upon
Canadian courts. Canadian judges
could very well emulate the
American model of judicial review
and involve themselves in
fundamental questions of public
policy, perhaps frustrating the will
of popularly elected legislators.
What is dangerous about this
erosion of parliamentary
sovereignty is that appointed
officials (judges) will be making
essentially political decisions.
Unlike politicians, however, judges
cannot be brought to task for their
decision in the next election. Judges
are not as accountable for their
actions as elected officials are.
Lawyers are likely to be the
greatest benefactors of an
entrenched charter of rights. As in
the United States, many frivolous
cases are likely to be argued in the
courts on the basis of alleged
constitutional infractions. This
would further encumber an already
overburdened Judicial system. And
courts, unlike the various provincial
Human Rights Commissions, do
not have the same flexible mandate
in terms of investigating and ruling
upon individual cases of possible
human rights violations.
No one is quitesure what the exact
effects of an entrenched charter will
be. The federal government itselfhas
commissioned a study on the
possible effects of the charteron the
Canadian judicial system. This was
done, however, after the fact, after
the constitution package had been
sent to London for formal passage.
The expedience with which this
bargain basement constitution was
negotiated must be seen in light of
Pierre Trudeau's legacy. For that is
basically what our revised
constitution, with its charter of
ngnts, is—a monument to a soon to
retire Prime Minister.
In the rush to have the whole
business over with, Trudeau did
exactly what he said he would never
do—he bartered rights (specifically
women's and Native rights) for
provincial concessions and granted
the provinces an override clause.
With this override the rights of
Canadians are no more 'inalienable'
than they were before. Section 35 is
merely indicative of the entire
constitutional charade.
And at the same time that Pierre
Trudeau (the man who adroitly
demonstratedto all 'bleeding hearts'
how to kill a fly with a sledge
hammer during the October Crisis
of 1970) was portraying himself and
his party as dedicated civil
libertarians during the constitu-
tional debates, they were
undercutting these liberties in other
respects.
Solicitor-General Robert Kaplan
for example, has been recently
attempting to lift a moratorium on
RCMP writs ofassistance. The writs
give certain RCMP officers wide-
ranging, discretionary powers in
entering and searching residences. It
was after a great deal of criticism
over abuses of these writs that a
moratorium was placed upon them.
Now that the controversy over
RCMP machinations has subsided it
would seem that it is timeto return
to the old but dangerously effective
methods of the past.
At the same time that the federal
government was pressing for an
entrenched charter of rights., the
Cabinet was preparing an order-in-
council which would give various
government ministers sweeping
powers in the face of'emergencies'.
Not only was this "Emergency
Planning Order*' concocted without
the luxury of parliamentary debate
but it is at the same time both
thorough and ambiguous. It is
thorough in the all-encompassing
dictatorialpowers it grants ministers
but is shamefully ambiguous in
defining what constitutes an
emergency.
The order states that an
emergency is "an abnormal
situation that requires prompt
action beyo.nd normal procedures to
prevent or limit iniurv to oersons or
damage to property or the
environment." From this unsure
footing the document itemizes in
classic Newspeak the unfettered
powers of each minister. The Prime
Minister,for example, in theevent of
an 'emergency', would head the
'National Emergency Agency for
Public Information' (translation:
The Ministry ofTruth?). Atany rate,
this document's amorphous clarity
(a product of Doublethink) would
make Poland's General Jaruzelski
green with envy.
Along with attempting to lift the
moratorium on writs of assistance
and its Emergency Planning Order,
the Trudeau government has
recently displayed its callous
hypocrisy with respect to civil
liberties in yet anothermanner. Neal
Fraser, a former employee of
Revenue Canada, was recently fired
because ofhis outspoken opposition'
to enforced metrification. It would
seem that the right to freely express
one's opinion extends only as faras
it does not conflict with the 'official
line.
What is tragic about the Fraser
case is that it happened in Canada
and not in some thirdrate-one party
state where such silencing is
expected
We should not lull ourselves intoa
false sense of security with the belief
that a.written charter of rights will
usher in a new era withrespect to the
protection of civil liberties in
Canada. Words are meaningless
unless they are backed by a genuine
societal commitment to the
principles ofcivil liberties. Although
Canada's record in this respect is
exemplary when compared with
most nations in this world, dangers
still exist unless authority is
questioned and arbitrary measures
are resisted. We should not comfort
ourselves in the belief that
politicians and/or judges will be the
ultimate guarantors of civil liberties.
In the final analysis, the only real
protection against the abuse of
power is a concerned citizenry
willing to fight for their rights. To
repeat, constitutional practice is
merely a reflection of prevailing
societal attitudes and values.
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If you're a student 15 or over, and have
a good idea for startingyour own summer business,
you may qualify for an interest-free loan
up to $2,000 in the Student Venture Capital Program.
Get an application at your high school, nearest. college or university placement centre or write:
(II)Ontario Youth Secretariat
700 Bay St,-2nd Floor, Toronto MSGIZ6
Co-sponsored by theRoyal Bank and the Ontario Chamber of Commerce. ®
LETTERS
Aid stifles urge
The Editor,
In her article on Amnesty
International, Sonya Ralph-Bandy
only mentioned the First World's
impression of AI. To me, a citizen of
the Third World, a prisoner of
conscience is a very kind word to
describe an anarchist. Ayatollah
Kohmeini was a prisoner of
conscience too when he was living in
exile in Paris for at that time the
Shah was punishing him for his
political belief.
When will the First World,
through organizations like AI, leave
the Third World alone? Haven't
they done enough damage in the
past? A lot of the political problems
in the Third World can be directly
attributed to foreign intervention.
Some are still cleaning up the mess
created by their colonial masters. It
is now time for the First World to
shut-up instead of passing
judgement upon the struggling
nations of the Third World. What
right do they have to force their
recently acquired morals upon
others?
What the developing nations are
doing is nothing new. They are still
very young and young nations have
to do certain things to ensure a
flourishing future. No civilizationor
nation on Earth can boast of an
unblemished past. The Roman
Empire was no paradise. The
inquisition in Spain was no picnic.
The European crusades were far
from holy. The North American
Indians were not exactly treated like
human beings by the white settlers.
At that time when such atrocities
were occuring nobody cried foul for
everyone else was in a similar stage
of development.
The problem now is that half of
the world has it atrocious history
behind them and the other halfstill
struggling for survival.
I will not attempt to pass
judgement upon theactions taken by
some developing nations. I do not
doubt Sonya Ralph-Bandy when she
said that 750,000 Kampucheans
"disappeared." But I want others to
note that if the Vietnamese had
not caused the "disappearance" of
these 750,000, these 750,000 may
still be committing genocide. Let us
not be rash and prejudge other
nations. Only time will tell for it
takes time for a nation to flourish.
If theFirst World nationssincere-
desire to hjjlp developing nations
they should give them what they
want most - trade. Most of them saythey are willing to help and do so by
providing aid. Aid is a short term
help for it fosters dependency and
stifles the urge to be self sufficient.
Trade is definitely better than aid in
the long run. However, the First
World fears trading with the Third
World so much that at the slightest
excuse it creates a trade barrier.
A common excuse is the issue of
humanrights. IfGroup 9of theK-W
region wants to help it should
demand Ottaw to withdraw all
forms of trade barriers. The
promotion of free trade will show
their sincerity to help.
Lee Onn Hean Joseph
"Thank You"
Dear Editor,
I was surprised to see my letterto
Dan Little suddenly appear on your
pages last week. It was written a few
weeks ago as a personal letter tohim
about his article lambasting us, and
was not meant as a public statement.
Obviously it wasn't addressed
clearly enough as such
It's too bad itappeared, because it
sounds like more complaints when
things have actually been going
reasonably well.
With the help ofa faculty member
we can now book coffeehouses
(which are going well)and even have
a film, which will be on march 16.
There has been fromal support from
the Psychology Dept., the Seminary
students, the Catalyst, and various
individuals (thank-you!) and
informal support from many others.
The university staff we have
dealt with have been very helpful
and fair. There have been no threats
ofviolence and our posters are even
staying up in some areas.
To achieve a stable existance,
WLUSU recognition is important,
and we are beginning negotiations
with them about it soon. Hopefully
we will get it this time around.
So I apologize for what looked
like yet another ungrateful letter.
Continual complaints are honestly
not our style.
RJ
Got a Bomb?
Dear Mr. Editor:
It seems there has been a lot of
talk on the inevitability of a global
nuclear conflict and on the
'survivability' of the human race in
the event of such a war. It has been
suggested that no one will survive or
that nuclear war is too terrible to
contemplate. Meadow muffins!
Who says that nuclear war isn't
beautiful? Okay, so some burn
patients and six-legged mutants
will be created, so what? To see the
beauty and artistry involved as the
world explodes into a glorious
Gotterdammerung of fire and
brimstone! What a sight! All those
greenpeacers, and nu;
establishment types,and Arabs and
Jews and Iranians, the businessmen
and women and children, all burned
to a crisp! Hallelujah! But, people
will survive. GoodChristian, white
Aryans will survive.
The truly patriotic Americans will
survive. Also those dedicated to
Mother Russia and the Revolution,
and probably even farmer Joe
Bebrewski of Lac La Ronge Sask.
will survive. Who dies in this war?
Only the four billion or so Wrong-
thinkers and do-gooders and those
fascist lap-dogs of the running
international Red terror will fry in
the maelstrom we all want so
desperately.
That is why I am calling on the
students of WLU, and I know I will
get plenty of support in this fine
right-thinking institution, to join the
newly-formed Young United
Canadians for War or YUCWAR.
Our aim: to support and encourage
global instability, wherever it may
occur; to call for unilateral
disarmament, so the West will be
vunerable and the Russkies will drop
the Big One without thinking twice;
cutting off all foreign aid so that the
Third World nations will become
desperate enough to launch an
attack; to encourage the sale of
Candu reactors to any tin-pot
dictator, be he Argentinian, Korean,
or Libyan; and most of all, to fight
for our right tocarry tactical nuclear
weapons where ever we travel. I
know we can count on the support of
WLU students, they think correctly.
Hey, Hey!, Ho, Ho!, got a BOMB,
Let's go!
Sincerely
David M.D. Digout,
Third year classical Archaeology
Acting President. YUCWAR
UofT for Gays
Dear President 1982/83,
It has recently been brought to
our attention that Wilfrid Laurier
University Student Council refused
in a secret ballot to vote on January
18, 1982 to grant a campus gay
group club status. We understand
that your predecessor, Joe Veit, was
not prepared to support the
recognition of such a club "right
now" and that he presumably
concurs with his Vice-Presidents'
assertion that the Council has the
"responsibility to decide the issues
in the interest of the students."
I am writing on behalf of the
Students' Administrative Council's
Women's Commission at the
University of Toronto in the hope
that yournew Council is in the midst
of denouncing the highly
inappropriate and absolutely- unacceptable nature of such a
stance. If the student Council
remains adament that it indeed does
have a role in shaping the interests of
its constituency surely the emphasis
should be on advocating tolerance
and flexibility and comprehension
of the legitimacy of altenative
choices of life-style.
We are firmly convinced that
without aconsistent effort to diffuse
homophobia and a genuine
sensitivity in handling issues
concerning homosexuality and
campus awareness, the understand-
ing and acceptance of lesbians and
gay men will be impossible.
We look forward with
anticipation to hearing from you
regarding the resolution of the
concerns of the gay population at
Wilfrid Laurier.
Most Sincerely
Leah Taylor
SAC Women's Commissioner
Little Bits By Dan Little
Congratulations ladies! It has
been a long hard fight against
ignorance, harassment, and bias, for
you to work your way into the
corporate world. Yet, old habits and
teaching dies slowly for themen, and
often women in the work place pose
more than just a threat to the male
ego. Women often perceive a male's
behaviour towards them as based on
resentment and chauvinistic beliefs.
However, this is not the whole story.
Recently, I had the oddly
upsetting experience of opening a
door for a girl, then having the girl
walk through the door next to the
one I opened. Granted, this seems to
be a trivial happening, but at the
time I felt I had just had my gesture
of respect for my classmate royally
snubbed. Later, I tried to make
explanations for why I was bothered- and I couldn't.
The problem must stem from the
medieval concept of chivalry. Men
of the era were brutal, uncouth
boors who got together to knock
each other off horses using long
poles and chop each other up with
broadswords for entertainment, yet
always did they respect the fair
maiden. This odd paradox has stuck
with males to the present day, andso
remain many of the trappings of
chivalry.
When you are brought up in a
home, which in respect to
male/female roles, may have been
quite liberal, yet you always open
the door for your sister or mother as
a gesture of respect, you can hardly
be thought of as a chauvinist. Yet,
often women of today see such
displays as an insult to their
independence. This leaves the male
in question: bewildered, hurt and
less likely prone to open the door in
the future.
If men and women are going to
work together in harmony, there
must be adjustment on both sides,
the men seeing the women as the
professionals they are, and the
women learning to accept a
chivalrous gesture in strideand see it
for the compliment it is meant to be.
Actually, (though I stand to be
corrected), I think the average
woman is touched by and enjoys, a
man opening theoccasional door, or
helping her on with her coat, that is
as long as the action isn't
accompained by a chauvinistic
attitude. And quitepersonally, I just
wouldn't do such things if I didn't
honestly do them out of respect for
the woman in question.
The point is, ladies, please don't
get mad should a man do you a
chivalrous turn. Chances are he is
not doing it because ofwhat you are,
he does it because of who you are.
OFFCAM
Today is Election Day! Ifyou are
an OFFCAM member, we invite
you to the Library Board Room
from 1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. for
election proceedings. Free coffee
and donuts will be served at 1:00
p.m., so come early.
All OFFCAM members can vote
for a President, a vice-president and
seven board of directors. THe
candidates will speakfrom 1:00-1:30
p.m. and will be available for
questions to anyone who wishes to
know more about the OFFCAM
executive team. The term of office
will run from April 1,1982toMarch
31, 1983,so if you world likea say in
what your OFFCAM club is
planning for next year, make sure
that our vote is cast today.
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Don't miss Rugby Night at the
Turret, Friday, March 12. $lfor
WLU $2. non. All proceeds go to
the Rugby Club Fund. Come out
and show your support.
Corky,
23 is coming-
Start tonight-
We are!
Buffy & Peanut
Easter-egg-a-gram - The Easterbunny delivers personalized
chocolate-dipped fondant egg with
telegram. Orders by March 25.
phone 10-5 886-2128 and
579-1727.
RESUMES a cut above the rest!
First impressions do matter, and so
does YOUR career(886-8089). P.S.-
High quality stationary, mult-
copies, diskfile storage.
SOUTHERNER
(XMjFORT^
Its special taste
made it famous. fSj?^
Classified Unclassified Classified
The pictures from therecent Liberal
convention which appeared in last
week's Cord were taken by Bob
Fehir.
Wanted
Typesetters for 1982-1982
Apply to: William Mcßain
President
Student Publications
by March 19.
Expert Typing Service (IBM Selec-
trie 11/Qyx 4)-Standard Service:
Correction of errors in spelling,
grammerandpunctuation. UCPA's,
work reports, theses welcome. 886-
-6275.
To the girls at Noecker: Much
obliged for the great stagette.
Couldn't have been the same
without the teases ofCaptain Hook.
Wait for pictures of Hook's
assistants, Sharon, Sue and Susan in
the next edition of the Cord.
ENTERTAINMENT
The Grottybeats -Twist and Grot
The Beatles music has. managed
to remain popular even though the
band broke up more than ten years
ago. With their immense success,
The Beatle's retained a large
following. This following gave rise
to many clonebands,one ofwhich is
The Grottybeatfr who performed at
the Turret last week.
The Grottybeats have performed
in this area before and usually the
turnout is quite good, as it was on 1
Thursday. Though they are not as
charismatic as The Beatles and in'
between songs they were rather
incoherent, (probably due to
extraneous forces such as alcohol).
The music often sounded uncannily
like the original "fab four," though
these four bore little physical
resemblance to Paul, John, George
and Ringo.
The Grottybeats played many of
"the oldBeatles favourites such as "IWanna Hold Your Hand," "ComeTogether," and "Get Back," which
won the audience's appreciation.
1 The Grottybeats do put on an
impressive showand are usually well
received. They arealso well liked by
Beatles fans who wish to see the old
music revived and performed live.
by Richard Turtle
Wilde Night At The Theatre of The Arts
Last Friday, Maxim Mazumdar
brought his one-man play about the
life of Oscar Wilde to the Theatre of
the Arts at U of W.
Oscar Remembered was a first-
rate show. Playing Lord Alfred
Douglas, Wilde's homosexual lover,
Maxumdar vividly recreated events
that took place some 80 years ago.
One-man plays are always
difficult to perform; in them, a great
deal of what happens on stage is left
to the imagination. For example, in
Oscar Remembered, Wilde did not
appear on-stage. But becauseAlfred
Douglas (Mazumdar) acted as
though Wilde was there, an empty
chair seemed as though it really
cushioned an urbane, mocking
writer named Oscar Wilde.
Muzumdar as Bosie (the name
Wilde affectionately ascribed to
Douglas) was dressed in the elegant
garb of an 1890's dandy. No special
sound effects were used, and the
lighting was very simple. A few
props - an antique desk, a rug, andtelephone - served to suggest a
living-room.
Through the recollections of
Bosie, Oscar Remembered focused
on two subjects; the brilliance of
Wilde as a writer, and the
degredation he was subjected to for
being homosexual.
Mazumdar drew heavily on the
writings of Wilde - four plays, a
novel, and many poems - to clearly
show how witty and mentally agile
anauthor he was. Despite hisperfect
use of the English language, Wilde
wrote in a way that was always
startling. His staid and complacent
Victorian audiences were always
shocked when Wilde's plays
emerged on London's stages in the
1890*s. Indeed, of all people, even
George Bernard Shaw (who was the
last person we could call staid or
complacent), thought Wilde was
"sinister" and a "degenerate."
Mazumdar has ah Oxford accent
and is superbly articulate. He was
easily able to play the effete
aristocrat-poetLord Douglas (who,
incidently, began the play eating
wafer-thin cucumber sandwiches at
high tea, a rather aristocratic thing
to do.) His linguistic abilities
also served him well in imitating
Wilde, of whom Yeats once said, "I
never before heard a man talking
with perfect sentences, as if he had
written them all overnight with
labour yet all spontaneous,"
The show was chock full of
Wilde's well-spoken humour.
"Oscar once said to me," Douglas
recounted gleefully, "that he had
justwrittena newplay. It wascalled
A Woman ofNo Importance,and was,about avery good womanand avery
bad man. The man, of course, was
the hero of the story."
The tone of the play turned
sharply to tragedy, however, as
Mazumdar shifted from Wilde's
writings to his homosexuality.
Douglas and Wilde were exhuberant
while their relationship lasted
during the 1890's. And they
regarded themselves as great artists
in the line of Socrates, Plato, and
Michaelangelo - all of whom werehomosexuals.
But Victorian society didn'tcare a
whit about their happiness, was
concerned more with business than
with artists, and scorned
homosexuals.Wilde was dragged to
court on this last count, and was
sentenced to two years hard labour
in Reading Jail. In those days, one's
sexual preference was a matter of
grave legal concern. (Victorian
England needed, I suppose,a Pierre
Trudeau to tell the state it had no
business in the bedrooms of the
nation.)
Wilde died shortly after he
emerged from prison. He was 46
years old at the time of his death,
and if it were not for the humiliation
and strain of his imprisonment,
probably would have had many
creative years ahead of him.
The treatment Oscar Wilde
received is not something Western
society can be proud of. Public
outcry against him was loud not
only in England, but also in North
America, with very few persons
speaking in his defence.
Maxim Mazumdar, who not only
performed in OscarRememberedbut
wrote it as well, did a fine job of
telling the tale of Oscar Wilde. The
show was emotionally complex and
gripping. The audience that night
was Stirred, and went home with
much to think about. Great art
always has that effect.
by Jerry Zeidenberg
Slask-A Risky Event
by Allen Skuce
With the current political situation
in Poland, it was wise to think twice
about attending Slask. According
to theKitchener- WaterlooRecord,on
March 5, who received their
information from promoter
Frederick Skwara of Montreal,
more than eighty members of the
one hundred and twenty member,
troupe are planning to defect while
in Canada. A leader of the
Kitchener-Waterloo Polish
community felt that police should
attend the Centre in the Square for
the two shows on Sunday. People
concerned about whether profits
would go to the Polish government
were expected to demonstrate
against this event. ThePublicist for
X and F productions assured the
press, however, that, "The tour is
not sponsored by the Polish
government and is not a propganda
gimmick. It was organized a year
before martial law was imposed and
the moneygoes to the ensemble, not
to the government for soldiers."
A small group of about four
protestors were situated along the
sidewalk where we approached the
entrance to the Centre. Three of the
fouT held signs with Polish slogans
on them. The other held an English
one saying,"Canada, Do not feed
the Communist Pigs." Aside from
this minor incident, there appeared
to be no other disturbances for the
afternoon performance.
SJask was founded in 1953 by
Stanislaw Holyna. The ensemble is
made up of about one hundred and
twenty members who are all
musicians, singers and dancers.
These members were chosen from
12,000 applicants all over Polan.
The group's, repetoire consisted
mainly offolks songsfrom Poland's
upper and lower Silesia.
The most memorable aspects of
this performance for me was the
colourful costumes they were
wearing. There were 1,800costumes
in'total. It was quite a shock to see
so much colour when the curtain
opened
This wasan excellent opportunity
to be introduced to Poland's rich
and diverse folklore.
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Lasting Impression From First Impressions
by Diane Pitts
Last week, WLU's AIESEC
committee (International Student
Association forStudents ofBusiness
and Commerce) presented a fashion
show at the Waterloo Motor Inn
called First Impressions.
Basically, AIESEC is an
organization that attempts to
"bridge the gap between theoretical
university education and the
practical business world". It is an
exchange program in whichstudents
are sent to various parts of theworld
in order to get business experience
in an environment unlike their own
for anywhere from three to eighteen
months.
Incidently, AIESEC includes 58
countries and 400 universities ot
which 28 are located in Canada.
The show, co-ordinated by Joan
Heaton from the Cameo School of
Modelling, consisted of spring and
summer fashions for 1982. There
were both models and dancers who
displayed clotheS from various
stores such as: Athlete's World,
Suzy Shier, Town & Country, Tip
Top and Johannes. Girls, keep
your eyes open the rapidly
increasing popularity of the
miniskirt, chiffon dresses and
nautical wear. You guys beware of
the emergence of pink sweaters,
designer clothes, 3 piece suits for
business wear and casual double-
breasted blazers for more casual
attire.
For every store that was
represented, the participants were
required to successfully interpret
and perform to a variety of songs.
With the nautical look the song was
none other than the theme from
Love Boat and the participants were
even able to model to the somewhat
raunchy sounds of"TaintedLove".
The most predominant flaw that I
could find in the show was the
intermissions which proved to be
very tedious and rather boring
because of the innumerable
doorprizes that were given out.
Credit must be given to the
models. They are: Sandra
Kiyondga, Martina Lukezic, Abbey
McKeown, Janet Monid, Linda
Porteous, Rozie Plunkett, Mike
Mattaffy, Hobie Post, and Bob
Kollaard. The dancers include:
Allen Gottschalk,Gonzalos Wilson,
Adaam Mohamed, Tammie
Venrixoort, Caroline Heaton, and
Michelle Dennis.
The elegance of night wear and the "jock" look Casual wear for casual men
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WILF'S
ST. PATRICKS DAY CELEBRATION
￿WED MAR. 17—OPEN 12-6 THIS DAY ONLY*
Students of Laurier, awake, arise!
WILF'S is having a big surprise,
With an Irish Beverage and Irish Stew,
There's even a little button for you.
So put on your Irish, from 12 - 6,
And come to WILF'S for Irish tricks!
Irish Beverage $2.00 AllDay — Irish Stew $1.50 Lunch Only
MUSIC SUPPLIED BY S.A.M. BOARD
￿FREE BUTTON WITH ENTRY WHILE SUPPLIES LAST*
Sound Affects
by D.R. Hiller
Minglewood Band - Out On aLimb
There seems to be a strange
fascination for being the first to
select the underdog and proclaim
aloud to the (unknowing) masses:
Yes! This is it! This is great! Which
might explain the reversal in
publicity most bands have after the
initial upsurge. No one wants a
record that EVERYONE has
because, in the supply/demand logic
of records, you don't need taste to
buy albums, just money. Now,
somewhere in thatberserk logic fits
Minglewood Band. They're an
(Canadian) east coast band with
excellent under-rated albums
backed iip by top-notch touring,
(this week-end at the Coronet.) This
time, with producer Donald
"Duck" Dunn, (best known recently
for his Blue's Brothers work) they've
made a great drinking album. This
means that whether you're at home
(nursing a kee of beer) or at a Dartv
or seeing the group live, the diverse
"The Drinker," "Nicholson Blues,"
or R and B "Highway To Your
Heart," works every time. Andthey
also have an impressive assortment
of guest musicians on the album
including Dunn on bass and Mickey
Smith on slide guitar.
So, the album will impress not
only those who want something
unknown but people who want
quality music that survives past the
initial novelty effect.
J. Geils - Freeze Frame
by D.R Hiller
There's nothing much -to say
about this album.(Then, why am I
not discussing something of a
stirring, intellectual nature, say like
the inevitable shower/pool/sauna
scenes ofvintage Charlie's Angels'!)
That is, the band has got a much
needed shot-in-the-arm from Seth
Justman's music. It is good, loud
party music(you remember, massive
alcohol intake in unbelievable
circumstances...) Songs like
"Insane, Insane Again" and "Piss
on the Wall" live up to the Geil's
brand of lunacy. It's a standard
easily recommendable album..But
if I hear "Centerfold" one more
time, it's justifiable-homicide time.
It's just that when I want the
definitive Geil's album, (for giving
the neighbours cardiac-fittestW4:00
a.m.) I'll play the classic live album
Full House.
Caribbean Day A Success
by Diane Pitts
Caribbean Day was held in the
concourse a few weeks ago,
However, due to negligance on my
part, this article is a week late being
printed.
Caribbean Day consisted offood
and exhibits and live entertainment
from 12:00-2:30 p.m. There was a
band, consisting of four members, a
dance duo called Sugar n' Spice
songs representative of the
Caribbean.
Charles feels that it was successful
day in that the publicity alerted the
university to the fact that this club
exists. In addition, Charles feels that
it was a vast improvement over last
year's Caribbean Day as it
consisted only of food and exhibits
and no live talent.
from Toronto and three- girls from
Laurier who, according to Brian
Charles, the public relations officer
of the Caribbean Club, danced to
Presently, the club consists pf
twenty members but perhaps
because of this publicity the
enrollment will increase.
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B FRI. and SAT. HARBINGER J
H Next Monday, Mar. 15 & Tuesday, Mar. 16H FERNANDEZ—"BARE TOUCH OF ,I MAGIC REVUE"— 4 NUDE MODELS E
KmWARNING:some nude scenes may be offensive to somem
QWed.Mar. 17-ST.PATRICK'S DAYSPECIAIC
World Mud Wrestling
H THE CHICAGO KNOCKERS B
WmTues. & Wed.. Mar 23&24 -18 Beautiful Girlsß
BiflL You havn't seen knockers until you've seen the
$4 in advance_s6_at_the_dQQlM Xl
tobe..
March 11
Dr. Ron Roesch of San Francisco
University will be speaking at WLU
on CriminalJustice. Dr. Roesch will
speak in room 3-309/313 of the
Central Teaching Building at 1:30
p.m. Admission isfree andeveryone
is welcome.
March 12
The Political Science Association
will be holding a "Friday Forum"at
1:30 p;m., at the Political Science
house - 30 Bricker St Dr. Barry
Kay will be discussing Ronald
Reagan's political future.
March 15 - 26
Art Exhibit is being shown in the
Concourse Gallery by the WLU
student, staff and faculty.
March 16
Gays of WLU are showing the
film The Naked Civil Servant at
8:30 pm, Tuesday, March 16 in the
lower lounge, Seminary Building.
The feature film is of one man's
flamboyant witty "campaign" to
change the staid views of England
years ago.
March 16 -20
The U of W drama department
presents Engaged, a romantic farce
in the most frantic tradition of the
nineteenth century. The Play will be
presented in the HumanitiesTheatre
andcurtain time is 8:00 p.m. Tickets
are $5.00 for general admission,
$3.00 for students and seniors. For
rnore information*and reservations
please call U of W Centre for the
Arts at 885-4280.
STUDENT SENATOR
ELECTION
Nominations open on March 15,
1982 and must be submitted to the
Chief Electoral Officer by 4 p.m.
March 22, 1982. Nomination forms
are available in WLUSU office.
General Responsibility
A Student Senator is responsible
for representing student interests
on the University's Senate, and
Senate Committees.
GRAD REP. FOR BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
Nominations open on March 15,
1982 and must be submitted to the
Chief Electoral Officer by 4 p.m.
March 22, 1982. Nomination forms
are available in WLUSU office.
General Responsibility
I To attend all Board Meetings, andvoice student concerns.
Porky's-The Search for Carnal
ExperiencePorky's, the movie to which youcan win complimentary tickets, is a
rowdy, raunchy comedy of
adolescence.
The title is derived from the name
ofa notorious redneck dive to which
six lusty teenagers are hypnotically
drawn in the belief that they can
purchase carnal experience on its
premises.
Filmed in and around Miami, the
youthful-comedy is a showcase for
the six talented actors chosen to
portray the hormonal driven
adolescents of Angel Beach High
School — Dan Monahan (Pee Wee),Mark Herder (Billy),"Wyatt Knight
(Tommy), Roger Wilson (Mickey),
Cyril O'Reilly (Tim) and Tony
Ganios (Meat). ,
Known as the Angel Beach Six,
the dirty half-dozen cavort through
high school in comic confusion.
Also heading the cast are Kaki
Hunter as Wendy, Angel Beach's
"fast" co-ed, Art Hindle as Ted
Jarvis, a cop who is Mickey's older
brother; Wayne Maunder as
Cavanaugh, a beer-guzzling bigot
unable to control his rebellious son;
Nancy Parsons as the girls'
humourless Phys Ed teacher,
appropriately named Miss
Balbricker; Scott Colomby as Brian,
a student who has to fend off the
antiSemitic insults of a classmate;
Chuck Mitchell as Porky,proprietor
of the roadside dive; Boyd Games as
Brackett, the school's randy athletic
coach, and Doug McGrath as
Brackett's colleague, Coach
Warren.
Kirn Cattrall is Miss Honeywell,
Angel Beach High's libidinous gym
teacher; Alex Karras is Wallace, the
sheriff who works as an ally of
Porky's, and Susan Clark is Cherry
Forever, a brassy hooker who
promises the boys more than she
delivers.
Porky's is a change of pace for
Bob Clark, whose recent films
include Tribute, starring Jack
Lemmon and the Sherlock Holmes
thriller, Murder by Decree.'
The characters in Porky's, young
and old, evoke the years when Clark
himselfwas a teenager, subject to all
the stirrings and fantasies of young
high school students caught in the
time"warp between adolescence and
adulthood.
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The White Hotel
by D.M. Thomas
D.M. Thomas's The White Hotel,
doesn't waste any time trying to
amuse the senses, this stirring,
haunting book overwhelms them.
In this, Thomas's third novel, Lisa
Erdman relates her story - first in
poetry, then in prose - of a violentsexual encounter with a young man
she meets in a train going toa "white
hotel" in the Austrian Alps. Her
erotic nightmare (sort of D.H.
Lawrence on acid) is in fact, a
fantasy in which Lisa dreams her
fellow hotel guests are being
drowned, burned alive or buried in
landslides.
"The men and boys struck the
ground or the lake first. Madame
Cottin saw the baker's boy land ina
pine tree, feet first and contriving
somehow to turn onto his back
(which instantly snapped) in a way
that made sure the cat was safe. The
black cat tore itself out of his arms
and clawed its way downthe trunk."
Set in the 19205, Freud
apparently cures Lisa and she settles
down to what should be a happy
existence. But history catches up
with her when she encounters
modern insanity: the Nazi
holocaust. At the 1941 massacre of
Babi Yar, her earliers fantasies of
death and disfigurement become an
unbearable reality. In his
remarkable style and structure,
Thomas probes not only the
symbolism of the unconscious but
the co-existance of salvation and
meaningless death. Speaking of
which it seems that the "shit-
hammer" of life (Hunter S.
Thompson term) has been
striking too much lately. Philip K.
Dick died last week and now John
Belushi . Philip K. is the brilliant
science fiction scribe of forty five
books. His unique blend of
illusion/reality concepts and black
humour gave him a special diety
ranking in science fiction: a strange
futuristic blend of Beckett,
Pirandello and Pynchon. And now
with a new book out and not one,
but three motion pictures based on
his works coming out, he dies.
Belushi needs no introduction and
by now his death is old news. But,
like Dick, he had reached a level of
not just achievement but
understanding. They both saw life's
absurdities and insanities and threw
them right back to us, each in his
own manic, full-tilt style. One
might quote Neil Young's "Better to
burn 0ut..." quote, but perhaps
more fitting is the glazed image of
Belushi telling a distraught
Flounder in Animal House, "My
advice to you is to drink heavily."
So, The White Hotel, is excellent.
Each of the sections in the book,
(Lisa's fantasies, her sessions with
Freud and her ensuing life ) are
satisfying reading on their own.
Together, they form a lyrical vision
of an age both humourous and
horrifying.
by D.R. Hiller
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RUGBY
NIGHT
AT THE TURRET
$1.00 WLU DONATION
$2.00 NON WLU DONATION;
WEAR YOUR
FAVOURITE
RUGBY SHIRT
PRIZES!!!
TURRET WILL BE CLOSED
SATURDAY MARCH 13
WILF'S WILL BE OPEN 8:00 - 12:30
RESIDENCE
APPLICATIONS
Now Available In The
HOUSING
OFFICE
"Returning Students Only"
CLOSING DEADLINE
4:30 P.M. MARCH 15, 1982
I Book IJ Ends I
New Arrivals,
1. The ChineseHeritage, by XC Wu
($29.95)
2. The History of Manned Space
Flight, by David Baker ($46.00)
3. The Dean's December, by Saul
Bellow ($17.95)
4. Consequences, by Margaret
Trudeau ($14.95)
New in Paperback
1. Gorky Park, by Martin Smith
($4.75)
2. If on a Winter's Nighta Traveller,
by Italo Calvino ($7.95)
3. Abasan, by Jay Kogawa ($7.95)
4. Love in a Cold Climate, by Nancy
Mitford ($4.95)
5. TheArt ofJapanese Management,
by Richard Pascale and Anthony
Athos ($3.50) .
5. The WhiteHotel,by D.M. Thomas
($4.95)
POETICS
Modern Psyche
by Ann Seymour
cellophane lover
sealed by idle lies,
onion-skin transparent
you blow the doors
right off my mind;
today
you stand exalted
you blue-eyed blossom of youth,
but life seeps through your pores
and laughter
dies
too soon,
behind your faces
you live
alone
vacuum-packed and
nicely wrapped.
The Naive Master
by Lydia Talbot
Once in a while, something amazing happens
which outweighs eating or driving
on; as in a Mennonite Valley, on
the road past Metzger's eggs, right
of way reserved for God's very slow
black buggies.
Should one with a scenic
sense bank his car in streamweeds,
bush, and gray rain, he will
lose his page for the rest of the afternoon
when girls <n black with black umbrellas come
rowing downstream, in a rickety punt,
bobbing, singing, resisting chatter unsupervised,
droning with heads in hymnboks,
and oars'
regardless of the weather, or their dreary bonnets.
POETRY CONTEST
The third annual Major Shelley
Poetry Contest is now on.
The prizes are gift certificates
in the WLU Bookstore, totalling
$150. Anyone interested may
submit a manuscript of poetry
(5 to 20 pages) to the English
DeDartment
DEADLINE: MARCH 15.
Entries must be typed and
include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope.Hp
On a Woodcarver'sDeath
by Chris Ewing
The day's last bowl of sunlight tipped out
here Floats up shadows of children
shoeless Ruffling up the leavings of your
work:
Sacramental sweat and sawdust
Shared between the generations.
Now dimly shadow-blocked old temple
Speaks of your presence.
Your tools but now laid by
Speaks your years of presence.
Gleam dully amid the chips and scraps.
While, clasped around the smallest, finest
figure,
The eternal love-strong roughness of your
hands.
Instead of a Coffin
by Joan Shaw
Instead of a coffin
Eviscerate the grandfather clock
And lay me in.
He will not stop short
When I die.
We have learned to loathe each other
As we stared
Face tofac ■
Throughout sleepless nights.
With haughty precision
He measured out my life
My loneliness, my fears.
The day I found the Lump
He struck his time defiantly;
No sympathetic harmony
For me.
So when igo
Grant me this last request:
Execute the clock
Tear out his accurate works
And let my rotting flesh
Foul his eternity.
IfYou Were
Here
by Mora Campbell
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SPORTS
Recognizing the All-Round Athlete - Dawkins
Tim Dawkins is one of a rare
breed: the type of athlete who aims
to excel in almost every area.
In the three years Dawkins has
been in business at Wilfrid Laurier
University, he has competed on the
track and field , cross-country and
swim teams for the school. Last
year, he made up a one-man cross-
country ski-team for Laurier with
the school only paying the entry fee.
However, this didn't seem to be his
sport. "I think it was a lack of
experience," he said.
In the 1981-82 season, Dawkins
was thirdat the Ontario Universities
Athletic Association's (OUAA)
steeple-chase championships. He
found it wasn't a "good year" for
cross-country as he placed in the top
40 at the OUAAs, whereas last year
he placed in the top 20. Lloyd
Schmidt was Laurier's top runner.
Recently, in the swimming
championships, Dawkins made two
finals by placing in the top 12.
Although he came twelfthin both "it
was good considering swimming in
Ontario is becoming more
competitive. The athletes aren't
going to the States any more but
they're staying here."
For the past threeyears, Dawkins
has competed in the modern
pentathlon which includes five
events: running, swimming,
shooting (pistols), fencing and
horse-jumping. This widely-varied
event requires the athlete to be well-
trained and adept in all areas.
For three years Dawkins has
competed at the national level for
the triathlon, the preliminary to the
pentathlon, which includesrunning,
swimming, and shooting. He won
the nationals two years in a row,but
there are no world class
championships for this event. "My
aim is to get on the full five events
and be on the national team for the
pentathlon. In four events I do well,
but the stumbling block is horse-
jumping. The expense is
tremendous."
In 1980 he won enough points to
become 2,1 carded athlete, and
therefore sponsored, but this past
year, although he won the triathlon
national event, he did not
accumulate enough points to be
carded and therefore did not receive
the $1200 in funding which carded
athletes receive. Therefore, he does
not know ifhewill return to compete
at the national level "unless I strike
it rich," he laughed.
The only competitions for the
pentathlon and triathlon events are
invitationals sponsored by clubs or
the national championships. It is not
included in the Canada or Ontario
games as it is too expensiveand lasts
five days. "The government doesn't
give this event too m uch support."
Dawkins belonged to a club in
London, his home town. London
and Sarnia are keen on the sportand
national championships have been
held in these areas. There are only
about eight clubs across Canada.
In addition to the pentathlon,
Dawkins has competed nationally
for steeplechase and cross-country
running titles and has made the
national team in both. "To be
honest I still want to goto the world
championships. Two years ago, I
could have gone if I had had the
riding training. Probably now the
world championships are closed to
be as anathlete, but I'd love tocoach
in the modern pentathlon," said
Dawkins.
However, he feels that next year
he will be able to concentrate on his
running as he did in high school.
"Next year I hope to do well in the
running," he said.
Regardless of the sport he enters,
however, one can wager that such a
dedicatedathlete will definitely have
success.
Tim Dawkins, in his three years at Laurier has won
several events for the school.
Dawkins executing a turn
Tim Dawkins, a third-year honours business student has
competed in the pentathalon and won for the past two years.
The smile of a competitor
Coaches Feel '81-'82Was a Winner
First you need raw talent; next
you add a good coach. But the most
important ingredient to spice up a
winning team is a winning attitude.
And just that winning attitude
made the difference between this
year's Laurier hockey team and
previous years according to coach
Wayne Gowing and assistant Jim
McCullough.
As the coaches reflect on the past
season, they feel satisfaction in
knowing that their team played to
the best of its ability. "We worked
just as hard as the national champs
did and I was pleased with the
performance ofall the players.-All of
them played to the best of their
ability and had to make personal
sacrifices for the team", Gowing
said.
Illustrating how every player
contributed to the team's success,
Gowing saidall but their thirdgoalie
would dress for eachgame. "If there
were injurieswe were pretty thinbut
there were replacements for each
position. We didn't have tocount on
individuals." he said.
However, although they had a
successful winning season overall,
there were low points in their play.
Before the first of December, the
Hawks record was 2-3-2. "We had
some problems", said Gowing. But
their two-game trip to Laurentian
proved to be the turning point.
"The first night (Friday) was our
biggest scoring game. We won 7-4.
Saturday we tied 3-3. The fellows
found we could win in another rink
and do well. We were ready to bust
loose and we did. When we came
back in January, we had three big
games and won them all," said
Gowing.
"The two coaches found that the
team's attitude was key in their
performance. The talent was there
but it had to be channelled and used
effectively. As the players matured
throughout the season, their
performance was remarkably better.
"The biggest problem of being a
coach in university hockey is
knowing how to motivate the team.
If a player is professional or on
scholarship you can tell them to do
something orleavebecause it's a job.
Here in Ontario, they're playing for
the love of the game: for intrinsic
rather than extrinsic rewards." said
McCullough.
When faced with suchplayers, the
coach must find a manner of
coaching which will keep the players
but at thesame time make the team a
winner. "The coach can't come
down heavy on them but he still has
to find a way to get the best out of
them—getting them to realize that
even though they play for fun, the
more success they have, the more
fun they'll have. This happened this
year; all of them worked hard so by
the end of the year they were
enjoying a good bit of success." said
McCullough.
Wayne Gowing — Laurier's
Head Hockey Coach
Assistant Hockey Coach Jim McCullough
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Ski Team goes to Can-Am's
Dear Wayne,
Last week we held our own Can-Am's but none of the other
teams showed up. So we won - again. It is the fourth time thattheLaurier ski team has won theLaurier Invitational Can-Am's
Unfortuantely, LDave Bradley (that's with an "c") could not
attend the race because of a breakdown- on the highway
between Chickopee and Laurier. The rumour is that he ran out
ofgas and was financially unable to buy some. However, if he
doesget back we shall know the full story. CamMcDonald also
could not make an appearance because he was invited to set
time for the silver pin Nastar race in Vermont. Besides, we
didn't tell him because he would have fallen anyway, right
Larry? We only had one misfortune on the women'sski team -
Cindy showed up, (and fell). And ooh, thattrench mouth. (And
yes, she does eat with it.) I must thank all our loyal fans that
showed up. Thanks Andy.
The last week before reading week, we had adouble meet at
Rude Mountain/GeorgianPeaks, with a banquet on.Thursday
night. Each school was supposed to do a skit for their dinner.
Lead by Greg"Hollywood" Parsnip and Sue "I am free for the
summer" Bolli, Laurier won. Typical, eh? It kind of goes
without saying. Jennifer and Chris could not make it.
Somethingabout a wedding. Carol andKirsti were imported all
the way from Brampton, just for the race. (The $139 has
arrived for gas for her car.) After the banquet, weall went to the
big A, whereall Cam's friend is.Unfortunately, his brother-in-
law was unable to attend because he was still mad at Cam for
losing his hat. But that didn'tstop Cam from acting like a Jed
and dancing his way into the hearts ofall the bouncers. He took
one home too. What an arch! Onrie, Onrie bud. Oh year, Mole,
being the loser that he is, managed to miss his secondrun, but it
worked out for the best because he probably would have won
the race and embarrassed therest of the team anyway. Dumpef
almost made iron timeto all three races but as usual he was
delayed. I think the turtle climbing Mount Mansfield moves
faster than he does. The excuse this time was somethingabout
eating bacon in the shower.
Well, summer is almost here and that means the end ofskiing
for yet another year. First though I wouldtike to thank Jack
Jism, Attorney at Law, for destroying Bucky'scouch, as wellas
Dogger's mother for borning him after shekilled herself. Cam's
mother, Mrs. D. Stroker. Nancy Nancy Olive for keeping our
coach in line at Beaver Valley. Mr. Rogers for his special touch.
Caravel Ice Cream for being in Buffalow, Volkswagen for
repairing dogger's heater long enough to get him to the
Conestoga,and finally, Solomonand Fischer fprsponsoring us.
Love,
Martha "your otherfan" Ward.
J.B. Sees:
Two university students who
returned home for the weekend
ended up in a local watering holefor
afew drinks. Both men were wearing
their highschool football jackets.
After leaving the bar, wellafter dark,
they werejumped and beaten upby a
group of high school students who
attended their ex-rival high school.
This seems like ridiculous
behaviour but in fact is is rather a
mild example of the aggresiveness
experienced in our society. If we
choose to, we can find examples of
this type of aggressive behaviour
almost anywhere; educational
instututions, industry, the home and
naturally enough, in the sporting
world.
Why were the two guys beaten-
up? Apparently the aggressiveness
of the two schools insports extended
beyond the playing field.
Unfortunately, the two innocent
university students had the wrong
clothes on in the right place.
In nature aggressive behavior is
common and in fact a necessary
characteristic for the survival of the
individual and the continuation of
the species. Often animals display
this characteristic when their
territory has been invaded by a
strange intruder, (perhaps this is
why the two students were beaten-
up).
It is the frequent occurance in
nature of aggressiveness that makes
some believe that in man isan innate
behavioural characteristic. Irecently
displayed anaggressive trait when I
discovered, after returning home
after reading week, an unpreced-
ented volume and mass of cat feces
under my bed. The two little
which were given to me in
December, that once ina while dida
forgiveable 'no-no' on the rug, had
miraculously grown into cats. It
seemed to me that, they were
doubling whatever they were eating
and depositing it as close to their
master as they possibly could. My
initial reaction was reflected when I
screamed "death to thevarmits*' but
I mellowed and resorted to the
nasal-opening-in-dirt technique of
behavioral modification.
No doubt there is a find line
between aggressiveness and
violence. In high school an
aquaintance of mine got ejected
from the football league for
punching an opposing player in the
head (after being kicked below the
belt), knocking his helmet off, then
smashing him in the head again with
the fallen helmet. Often stories
similar to this are reflected in which
this less-than-gentlemanly type of
behavior are discussed.
Outside of deliberate, premed-
itated violence, this over expression
of aggression is the result of the
athlete being too fired-up. This
excited state is experienced by most
competitors at one time or another.
Often the result is a simple error
which can have reverberating
consequences. In foptball anoff-side
or an illegal motion infraction
results because the player is so
"pumped-up" he anticipates a little
too much, or he lets down on his
concentration and therefore,
causes an error. It's easy to dp but
unforgiveable when the expence is
the injury of another player or the
loss of the game. In squash, the
excitement may cause a forced shot
or a miss-hit. The experience is
common in all sports but varying in
the type of results.
Coaches spend much oftheirtime
trying to funnel their players
aggression/violence into controlled
execution offundamental skills. It's
staggering to think of the hours
wasted and the energy expended
during futile aggressive acts in sport.
The winners that make up a
championship team prove (with very
few exceptions) that we as humans
can be beyond the animalistiq,
uncontrolled aggressiveness/ that
often is translated into violence.
On the other hand, many players
are undermotivated and lack
aggressiveness. Coaches spend an
equally immense number of hours
trying to motivateplayers as theydo
trying to control the overly
aggressive ones, My suggestion to
motivate athletes who are under
motivated is to expose them to cat
feces during the pregame warm up -
the result will indubitably be some
kind of aggressive action.
Buffalo Chips
by Brett Roberts and Matt Torigian
Just what the hell is wrong with
the Toronto Maple Leafs? Now we
realize that as faithful readers of
Buffalo Chips you probably don't
want to read another column about
hockey, but hold on a minute—this
week's column takes a rather unique
perspective. This week we go
beyorid the game itselfand propose
a solution for the Leafs.
Here we are in a world where the
expanding role of women has
produced female Prime Ministers,
female race car drivers, female
jockeys, female firemen and even
female sports editors. Largely as a
result of the Women's Lip
movement we are now feeling the
effects of a strong penetration of
females into traditionally male
dominated areas. Women in factare
a major cause of our unprecedented
unemployment levels.
Well, girls, how about getting
back to the basics? With a woman's
support and encouragement she
enables the male of the species to
excel at any task he performs. The
same love and devotion allows us to
rise to stardom in any event we
participate and to handle any
situation we may encounter. With
woman's changing role in society,
their many talents have as of late
become rather well-hidden behind
suspenders and whips (used by those
female jockeys!), they should note
that it is a woman who makes a man
great. After all behind every good
team there is a good coach, and all
we are saying is that women make
excellent coaches and motivators.
Relating this discussion back to
the plight of the Maple Leafs, we
would now like to address their
problem. They area team thatis on
its way tp the NHL basement and a
good shot at the number one draftspick. It must be obvious by now that
what the Leafs need is a good
woman. What would Hitler have
been without Eva? Where would
Clyde be ndw if he hadn't had
Bonnie to kick around? Look at
what's happened to Pierre since
Maggie went public.
We are not trying to make a case
against the gay club (they are a case
against themselves) but it seems
rather obvious that Toronto would
be laughing their way into a playoff
position if they had a decent woman
pn staff.
When Lanny McDonald was still
a Maple Leaf they made it to the
semi-finals and he was a real bitch,
Darryl Sittler was too emotional so
he left. The only choice for Harold
Ballard now is to go to the streets.
And what an opportunity this is for
you girls in Business to get some
practical experience. Anyone
interested in applying for a position
in this respect is requested to kindly
forward a pictured resume to:
Authors of Buffalo Chips
c/o The Cord Weekly
Wilfrid Laurier University
Waterloo, Ontario
Please enclose a $5 cheque" to help
defray our processing costs.
We will do our best to hastily
forwardyour resumes to Harold but
in the meantime we would like you
to work towards returning the
female to her traditional role.
According to Harold, your role is
horizontaland you should only be
let out of this position to put your
shoes on once in a while.
Let's face it,, it is onlyyou women
who can get this country on its feet
again, it is onlyyou women who can
get the dollar back up again and it
certainly can't be anyone else but a
woman who can get the Toronto
Maple Leafs to start producing like
real hockey players should.
SportsQuiz Answers: page four
1. What major league baseball team
has Ipst outfield from last
year to another team?
2. What two golferson the TPA tour
are brother-in-laws?
3. Name the sdns of the following
professional sports figures who
followed in their fathers' footsteps:
Joe Frazier, Yoggi Berra. Maury
Wills.
4. Wilt Chamberlain once coached
in the old ABA. Name the team.
5. Magic Johnson has a younger
sister playing basketball fora major
U.S. college. Which one?
6. True or false. Guy Lafleur has
never scored 60 goals in a season.
7. Name the four "Crazy Canucks"
of Canadian downhill skiing fame.
8. What number did the following
sports stars wear: Eddie Shore, Lou
Gehrig, Bart Starr?
9. Who coaches the following
basketball-teams: Marquette, Los
Angeles Lakers, York University?
10. The following names are ofpro
football teams that still existbut had
these titles before. Name the
corresponding present-day
franchises. Cleveland Rams, New
York Titans, Dallas Texa,ns.
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So what was the magic technique
of coaching which helped the
Hawks' success? "Wayne's
philosophy was to give the players
"lots of rope. Most players, for the
first time, are being treated as men.
Wayne takes a low-key approach.
Some players interpret that as a
weakness but in the end a lot of
players went through a maturing
process and it was reflected in our
play. As a result ofour treatment, we
expect them to respond as men. For
some it's no problem, for others it's
a big adjustment." said
McCullough.
The Ontario Universities Athletic
Association (OUAA) in which the
Hawks played, was a very
competitive league this year. None
of the teams, including the Hawks,
were to be taken lightly. Toronto,
the team which put the Hawks out of
the play-offs in two semi-final
games, had an undefeated regular
season.
"Toronto was a better club. They
had a good winning attitude. Our
team was disciplined but was able to
accept the fact they theywere beaten
by a bettter club." said Gowing.
"There's not a big difference
between first and eighth place in the
OUAA—the main difference isn't
talent, it's attitude. Toronto wasn't
greatly endowed with talentbut they
had a winning attitude and a good
coach," said McCullough.
Being a coach and prompting a
good attitude is sometimes difficult,
McCullough added. "Over the last
three years there's been some
dissatisfaction on the part of some
players with the coaching. I think
when the players realize that the
coaching may not be perfect but it's
not going to change, then they can
concentrate on the real issue:
becoming the best hockey team they
can. I'm sure some of the players
didn'tagree this year, but they didn't
letit interfere with the game. I guess
as long as there's coaches and
players there'll be some
disagreements. It's all part of the
university experience of maturing."
This was McCullough's third and
final season coaching with the
Hawks as he is graduating with his
business degree this year. "I'll miss
him," said Gowing, "not only forhis
knowledge in hockey but as a friend.
He provided a second opinion. It
was really something for him to do
this ... there was nopay involved. He
is just a hockey fan and likes to be
involved with hockey."
"My main role was observing at
games and practices. I was most
effective by justtalking with Wayne
and not dealing directly with the
players. Between the two of us we
generated a lot of good ideas," said
McCullough.
' McCullough, at Etobicokenative,
coached minor hockey for seven
years and played in Toronto for
eight. He has also played in the
Tamiae Hockey League for three
years but changed his position from
forward to defence so "I could
protect the goalie, my roommate
Kevin Day."
He hopes to continue coaching "if
the situation presents itself. My
hobby will always be coaching
hockey at some level."
Coaching Laurier has been grea
experience for McCullough because
of the great emphasis put onstrategy
by the OUAA. "I enjoy the strategy
involved. Because twocoaches, Tom
Watt and Bill Mahoney went from
the OUAA to the NHL, the rest of
the coaches are concerned with
strategy and tactics to continue this
tradition. The coaches are students
of the game and know a lot about
strategy. I learned a lot about
strategy but the most was in the area
of motivation. They were a great
bunch of guys this year—just by
being with them I learned a lot," he
said.
Also leaving the Hawks ranks are
captain Dan McCafferty, assistants
Don Poulter and Jeff Clark, and
Kirk Sabo. "These players represent
goals, points, leadership, and
maturity. Also, on defence, Paul
McSorley will be missed. We lose a
lot of maturity this year," said
Gowing.
"I feel sorry for the graduating
players," said Gowing, "as we didn't
go on to biggerandbetter things. All
of them will go on and do well but
they'll be missed not only by the
team for their skills and leadership,
but by myself."
Preparations for next season have
already begun. Two years ago, when
the Hawks had a losing season,
Gowing found the only wayto shake
the depression was to begin thinking
about next year's season. The
tradition has continued so now the
hockey team works out for an hour
or so three times a week following
their regular season. "They're not
overly excited about it, but it's time
now to think about the fall. I just tell
them that they'll look better in a
bathing suit if they work out now,"
said Gowing.
Involved in their training is
weight-lifting, aerobic running and
skipping. "During the summer we
like the fellows to keep up their
program," said Gowing.
Gowing has also begun his yearly
recruiting program, and although
there are some very good players
around, it is too early to tell if they
will come to Laurier next year.
"Hockey recruiting is different than
most sports. We have to identify the
hockey player/students. Usually
what we do is get the JuniorA and B
coaches to tell me names ofstudent
hockey players. Then we contact
them, get them on campus and tryto
sell the school. Recruiting is
important; we don't justsit here. We
work hard to try and build next
year's team," said Gowing.
Other people responsible for the
success of the hockey team are the
trainers working under Mark
Edwards. "His involvement was
key. We had to get injured players
back as soon as possible. A lot of
things go on behind the scenes
before they go on the ice. John
Sanderson and Don Moffatt were
the other two trainers," said
Gowing.
Finally, the few loyal fans who
supported the Hawks v."*re well
appreciated by the team. "I beiice
you have to put out a good product
before more fans will come out,"
said Gowing.
The fans better get ready to come
out then, because if this year is any
indication, Laurier's hockey team
for nextyear will definitely bea good
product.
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A departure from the ordinary: the dark, rich and satisfying
flavourof DRUM cigarette tobacco. Smoking a line cigarette 4 '^^^^^jmc.
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Jeffries Returns to Tigers
PRESS RELEASE
Aiming to encourage stability
within the organization, Waterloo
Tigers of the Inter-County Major
Baseball League announced today
that Gary Jeffries will return as
Field Manager for the 1982 season.
Jeffries, who piloted Tigers to an
18-18 mark in his rookie year as
Field Manager in 1978,cameback to
the fold last year after a two year
hiatus. Although Tigers managed
only a 13-20 mark in regular season
play in 1981,an encouraging playoff
performance against Toronto Maple
Leafs plus the development of local
players under Jeffries and his
coach/uncle Walt Jeffries augers
well for Tiger hopes in 1982.
The 35-year old Jeffries, a native
of Toronto, has had stints in both
professional baseball and football
and is recognized locally as assistant
football coach and intramural
coordinator at Wilfrid Laurier
University.
He eagerly anticipates the chance
to improve the Tigers.
"I!m confident we can flip our
record around this year", he said,
"If some of our local kids have the
kind of year they're capable of, and
we get some help with some left-
handed pitching, it's a very real
possibility."
Walt Jeffries will assist with
coaching duties when time allows
this year, while Gary Jeffries has
indicated that shortstop Mike
Yorsurack, Tigers' most valuable
player in 1981, had agreed to
become Playing Coach.
The Only Sport in Town
by Hugh "Daddy" Reilly
The Maroons beat the Battlestars
in overtime, and Orange beat the
Flamingoes, so it's the Maroons vs.
Orange in the THL finals. Last
night, the first gameof thefinals was
played, but as of this printing, the
results were unavailable. Let's look
at the preliminary series results to
see what happened.
Game One B2 Battlestar 3
B4 Maroons 3
B3 Orange 3
Bl Flamingoes 3
Game Two
B4 Maroons 4
B2 Battlestar 2
B3 Orange 3
B1 Flamingoes 0
It was a two game-total series.
Everything came down to the last
game. The Maroon-Battlestar game
was tied at twoafterregulation time.
The game was decidedby way of a
three player shootout. Maroon
scored two out of three tries on goals
from Bill Muirhead and Mike
McMullen. Battlestar's failure to
score duringits three chances served
to terminate its excellent season.
The shootout is a tough way to
decide a winner, and both teams
should be congratulated for their
fine play all season.
In the other series, Orange beat
the Flamingoes 3-0 to ensure their
move up the playoff ladder. Orange
had goals fromn Doug Miller, Willie
McFarlane and Tom Land.
I'm sure by now that WLU's
student body is fully aware of the
fact thatTamiae Hockey is the only
game left in town. As one fan
pointed out "Tamiae Hockey is the
onlygame left intown." Thecrowds
attending games are growing by
leaps and bounds—soon they may
not be able to get out of the arena.
The hockey is good, the players are
hot, and the guy that drives the
Zamboni is one of the best around.
Hotdogs cost 70 cents, and the lady
behind the counter is very friendly.
If you get their early enough you
may even catch a bit of the Siskin
game,and there are a lot ofyou high
school nymphettes floating about.
The seriescontinues;Sunday nightat
M):30 and the price is reasonable
(free).
The players of this season will be
treated to a banquet on Monday,
March 29 in Wilfs. More on this
next week. So long.
Mike McCormach, first year, is on the Laurierbasketball team
so uses the athletic facilities regularly. However, even afterthe
season is over, McCormack and various other people are to be
found In the gym playing an ad lib game of basketball.
Answers Notice
1.Cincinnati lost Foster to the Mets
and Griffey Collins to the Yankees.
2. Bruce Lietzke and Jerry Pate.
3. Marvin, Dale, Bump.
4. San Diego Conquistadores.
5. South Carolina.
6. False.
7. Irwin, Reed, Murray, Podborski.
8. 2,4, 15.
9. Hank Raymonds, Riley-West,
Bob Bain.
10. Los Angeles Rams, New York
Jets, Kansas City Chiefs.
Men's, Co-ed, Women's
Intramural Badminton Tournies
have been postponed to March 23,
24, 25 respectively.
The Intramural banquet for
anyone involved in this year's
intramural sports including
powderpuff football and
supersports will be held March 31 at
the Turret. Tickets at $3.00 per
person go on sale March 18 at the
Athletic Complex Office.
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COLUMBIA SECONDARY SCHOOL OF CANADA
430 East 25th Street
Hamilton, Ontario
Canada LBV 384
Tel: (416)387-3381 and (416)383-1626
A private co-educational school,
Now invites applications for Pre-University (Grade 13),
Grade 12 and Grade 11 students.
Students with at least Form 3 or equivalent of Grade 10
results can apply.
We offer high academic standards; dedication and care for
international students.
Extra E.S.L. (English as a Second Language) and
T.O.E.F.L. classes. "
Scholarship, Bursary and School Residence are available
for application.
Tuition fee: C52,700.00
PRINCIPAL: Mabel Young, M.A.(Ed.),
I I Employment and Emploi et
yffiS&w'^/ M ■ Immigration Canada Immigration Canada
\yf \ 4^] ' a Canadian citizen
• between 18 and 30 years of age
* a 9raduate of a post-secondary institu-
tion (students graduating in Spring,
1 1982 may also apply)
1 • able to work in Spanish
YOU ARE ELIGIBLE
to apply for a career-oriented practical
traineeship in Mexico
Possible training fields Bursaries and Benefits
You should have a degree in one of The Canadian Governmentpays
these: trainees a monthly allowance of
Archeology; Anthropology; Museo- approximately $800 including return
logy; Architecture; Tropical Mcdi- a,r fee-The Mexican Government
cine; Agronomy; Plant Genetics; £ays f°r emergency medical andSeismology; Tourism; Petroleum denta care (excluding prosthesis)
Industry; Meteorology; Geophysics; as ell as.life and accident msu-
and MarineBiology. ranee-
Duration of traineeship If you are interested, write to:
Four to twelve months xtn Canada-Mexico Exchange Pro-.
Departure date gramme• Canada Employment and Immigra-March 5, 1983 tion Commission... . ... Place dv PortageApplication deadline Phase |V sth f|aoor
Applications will be accepted until Ottawa/Hull
May 28th, 1982. KIAOJ9
TheCanada-Mexico Exchange Programme is funded by the Department of External Affairs and adminis-
tered by the Canada Employment and Immigration Commission.
Canada*
<\fV— is for vim, vigor, vitality
and Vasque!
Super comfort for women...
CASCADE
M Bk For mile after mile comfort and
M mm. protection through the toughestterrains with water repellent
■)k split leather, padded ankle
■ BL and bellows tongue, steel
_i shank, Vibram - lug soles
7508 . f °r ,raC,IOn and Wear... (Available at leading sporting
for him and nor. good's storesacross.Canada.)
L tde outdoorboot
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I Waterloo Square //// i5 886-4270 / I/I/ M4 Stanley Park Mall if \tt\oli
i Pop — Classical — Easy Ustening- LPs & Cassettes i\ SPECIAL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATThKiON \4 "«leemthlscouponforsl.oodlscounloflanyslo.oopurcrwse I
I "Iam pregnant?""But I took precautions."What am I goingto donow?"
CollBirthright for help
and information
570-3990
WANTED
Books & Records for the
18th Used Book Sale ofX-
W Canadian Federation of
University Women. April
2 and 3. Call 885-4234,
744-4982, 885-6913
TURRET
! Closed Sat.
March 13.
WILF'S
Open 8 - 12:30
LONDON
travelcuts puts London wttfiln your
roach withthreegroat studentflight
plans. These are thelowestprices
available!
FIXED RETURN from *439
Statedeparture and return dates whenyoubook.
stay up tosix months.
OPENRETURN frorrT*679(via nyc)
Stay up toone full year, return on any date you
choose.
ONE WAY froms399(via NYC)
Book 21 days prior to departure.
Book early, seats are limited.
RightsdepartregularlyfromIbroflto.For details,
call TRAVELCUTS - specialists in lowcost travelforstudentssince1970.
B-B-GoinglburWay!
44 St GeorgeSt TorontoMSS2E4
416979-2406
96 GerardSt E. TorontoMSB IG7
416977-0441
•>
ATTENTION GRADUATES
If you are a potential graduate this year and
you wish to be in the graduation yearbook,
you must have your picture taken no later
than March 15,1982. Forde Studios will not
be on campus again, but appointments may
be arranged by phoning the studio. Call now.
FORDE STUDIOS
745-8637< J
Thesign JLfofthe60's f7
Thesign §Wf
ofthe70's %l
Asignfbrjj^
And howtoorder JLthebeer that ®T1keeps on tasting great jjlbj
